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The problem is a law suit that is being filed by the sales associates against Raleigh and Rosse. Employee productivity at
R&R is measured by their sales per hour ratio (revenue-return/hours worked). 2) Are R&R employees pressured
inappropriately by the sales-per-hour system?.

At monthly store meetings, store managers read aloud customer testimonial letters and rewarded associates on
the spot with merchandise prizes. One client called from work to ask me to pick something out of her closet
and bring it to her office for an event that eveningâ€”she gave me the security access code to her apartment.
Number of customer acquired Brand competence Av. The sales associates are unimpressed by the amount of
hours they are forced to work and that many of these hours are unpaid and their services may be required at
any time. Rosse recognized that historically all store managers had been family members and owners. If the
SPH was below the target, the employee would be paid his or her hourly wage. Rosse calmed down a bit.
Everyone in the company needs to maintain a standard for SPH or else they will receive worse shifts which
will likely lead to their departure from the company. The reason that employees are frustrated can be derived
from how their performance is measured. Learning: The group realizes the importance of an effective
performance management system in maintaining a corporate culture. Like for instance, the SPH is a
metrics-driven program which drives the employees to focus on the job by providing a good customer service
which leads to sales. Alternative 3: Change the current performance management system Watkins will change
the SPH and create a new performance management system like the balanced scorecard and other evaluation
programs. Most workshops were family owned, with skills and traditions passed down through generations.
Listen, during the busy times we all have to work hard. But expansion meant that non-family members would
soon become store managers. Watkins had to admit that Schwartz had been skeptical from the start about
several aspects of the Ownership Culture, especially SPH. The table below shows how compensation would
vary if she reported working 40 rather than 50 hours. The store established a reputation for customer service
among its well-heeled clientele. Meeting or exceeding the target SPH meant more or better hours when client
traffic was heavier and a better chance for promotion. But her SPH drops further below target. He could barely
contain his anger. Operating under this model provides incentives for employees not to submit how many off
the clock hours they have worked in order to increase their SPH and hopefully make room for promotion and
bonuses. A core function of store managers was to hire, train, and continually motivate the sales
associatesâ€”staff who worked the sales floorâ€”who reported to them. We learned the valuable lesson that
customer service must be fine-tuned in each store and, ultimately, tailored to each individual client. This case,
though based on real events, is fictionalized, and any resemblance to actual persons or entities is coincidental.
Similarly, time taken to locate, source and deliver merchandise critical. Watkins needed to make some
decisions quickly and wondered how she should respond. Employees are forced to donate their time to the
company to provide services off of the books. It was at the sales associate level that most of the customer
service was actually carried out. Watkins had to agree. There are many activities that are part of the selling and
customer service process. Ambient lighting was subdued while hidden halogen ceiling lamps artfully
spotlighted merchandise and signage. So we expect our associates to do whatever it takes. The problem is a
law suit that is being filed by the sales associates against Raleigh and Rosse. Watkins noticed many sales
associates engaged with customers, but foot traffic was below expectations for a Saturday afternoon. Also,
when work is performed outside of the workplace i. Each associate needs to figure it out for him- or herself.
We have the lowest employee turnover in our industry. Historically, luxury goods distribution in the United
States was limited; if a wealthy customer wanted to buy a Dior gown, she would be invited to Paris to attend
the semi-annual showing of the collection, where she would choose her designs and then be custom fitted for
her one-of-a-kind purchase. Although we have suspended new-store openings and implemented a hiring
freeze, we have not laid off staff and do not plan to do so. Lack of compliance with statutory minimum salary
regulations leading to highly public lawsuits damaging brand image Performance orientation : SPH aimed at
bringing in meritocracy and high performance leading to potential sharking Process implementation :
Attendance system not implemented strictly leading to exploitation of loopholes LSC Luxury Store
Characteristics KPI Key Performance Indicator Service excellence Av. And we had to make sure that new
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members of our team shared our values.


